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I. Course outcomes, Question Number, Marks   

COs CO1 CO2 CO3 CO4 CO5 

Q. Nos 
1-5,11a/11b 

6-10, 12a(i)(ii) / 

12b(i)(ii) 

   

Marks (Max) 25 25    

 

II. Knowledge skill outcomes 

Level Remember 

(K1) 

Understand 

(K2) 

Apply 

(K3) 

Analysis 

(K4) 

Evaluate 

(K5) 

Create 

(K6) 

Q. Nos 1-10 12a(i)/12b(i) 11a/11b, 12a(ii)/12b(ii)    

Marks (Max) 20 5 25    

 

PART – A                          10 × 2 = 20 Marks 

Answer all the questions 

1. What are the great ideas of Computer Architecture?      K1 
Design for Moore’s Law 

Use Abstraction to Simplify Design 

Make the Common Case Fast 

Performance via Parallelism 

Performance via Pipelining 

Performance via Prediction 

Hierarchy of Memories 

Dependability via Redundancy 

2. Write the MIPS code for the following C instruction  
           A[25] = x-y+ A[12] – B[15] + 24. Have your own assumptions.    K1 
Assume: x is in $s0, y is in $s1, A[] is in $s3, B[] is in $s4 
lw $t0, 48($s3) # temporary reg $t0 gets A[12] 
lw $t1, 60($s4) # temporary reg $t1 gets B[15] 
sub $t2, $s1, $s1 # $t2=x-y 
add $t2, $t2, $t0 # $t2=x-y+A[12] 
sub $t2, $t2, $t1 # $t2=x-y+A[12]-B[15] 
addi $t2, $t2, 24 # $t2=x-y+A[12]+B[15]+24 
3.  What are the main features of Von Neuman Model?      K1 

It is easy to see by formal-logical methods that there exist certain [instruction sets] that are in abstract adequate to control and 

cause the execution of any sequence of operations. The really decisive considerations from the present point of view, in 

selecting an [instruction set], are more of a practical nature: simplicity of the equipment demanded by the [instruction set], and 

the clarity of its application to the actually important problems together with the speed of its handling of those problems. 

4. Registers R1 and R2 of a Computer contain the decimal values 2200 and 3400 respectively.  
   What is the Effective Address of the memory operand in each of the following instructions? 

       



      a. Load 25(R1), R5           b. Add -3(R2), R5       c. Sub +(R1), R5      d. Store R5, 20(R2)   K1 
a. Effective address = 25(R1) = 2300 
b. Effective address = -3(R2) = 3388 
c. Effective address = +(R1) = 2200 
d. Effective address = 20(R2) = 3480 
5. Draw the flowchart for Sequential Multiplication Operation and multiply 7 with 4.  K1 

 
6. Find the Booth’s code and bit-pair code for multiplier 1000111101000101?   K1 
-100+1000-1+1-100+1-1+1 
7. Draw a Full Adder circuit using two Half adders.     K1 

 
8. Represent (45.125)10  as  Single and double precision Formats for Floating Point numbers? K1 
(-1)s X (1+Fraction) X 2 (Exponent+Bias) 
Single Precision: 0|10000100|0110100100000000000000000000000…. (22-bits) 
Double Precision: 0|00010000100|011010010000000000000000000…. (52-bits) 
9. What are the exception flags of IEEE Standards?      K1 
Division by zero, overflow, underflow 
10. What is sub word parallelism?        K1 
Subword Parallelism is a technique that enables the full use of word-oriented datapaths when dealing with 
lower-precision data. It is a form of low-cost, small-scale SIMD parallelism. 
 

                                                  PART – B                                  2 × 15 = 30 Marks 

 

11. (a)  Identify the need for addressing in a Computer System. Explain the different Addressing modes 

with suitable examples.           (K3) 

One of several addressing regimes delimited by their varied use of operands and/or addresses.        

Immediate addressing 

Register addressing 

Base or displacement addressing 

PC-relative addressing 

Pseudodirect addressing  

                                                           (OR) 

    (b)   (i) Explain the components of a computer system (7)                                                     (K3)  
Processor 
I/O device 



Monitor  
           (ii) State the CPU Performance equation and Explain the factors that affect performance.(8)  (K3)  
Defining Performance 

Throughput and Response Time 

Relative Performance 

Measuring Performance 

CPU execution time 

Clock cycles 

CPU Performance and Its Factors 

Instruction Performance 

Clock cycles per instruction 

The Classic CPU Performance Equation 

The basic components of performance and how each is measured 

 

12. (a)  (i)      Explain in detail the principle of carry look ahead adder  with a neat diagram(5)              (K2) 

 
            (ii)     Explain the steps involved using flowchart the Booths Algorithm and Multiply 19 with (-4) using Bit – 
pair Recoding Method and compare the same with Booth’s recoding method.           (10)        (K3) 
Booth's algorithm can be implemented by repeatedly adding (with ordinary unsigned binary addition) one of two 

predetermined values A and S to a product P, then performing a rightward arithmetic shift on P. Let m and r be the 

multiplicand and multiplier, respectively; and let x and y represent the number of bits in m and r. 

1. Determine the values of A and S, and the initial value of P. All of these numbers should have a length equal to 

(x + y + 1).  

1. A: Fill the most significant (leftmost) bits with the value of m. Fill the remaining (y + 1) bits with zeros. 

2. S: Fill the most significant bits with the value of (−m) in two's complement notation. Fill the remaining 

(y + 1) bits with zeros. 

3. P: Fill the most significant x bits with zeros. To the right of this, append the value of r. Fill the least 

significant (rightmost) bit with a zero. 

2. Determine the two least significant (rightmost) bits of P.  

1. If they are 01, find the value of P + A. Ignore any overflow. 

2. If they are 10, find the value of P + S. Ignore any overflow. 

3. If they are 00, do nothing. Use P directly in the next step. 

4. If they are 11, do nothing. Use P directly in the next step. 

3. Arithmetically shift the value obtained in the 2nd step by a single place to the right. Let P now equal this new value. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until they have been done y times. 

5. Drop the least significant (rightmost) bit from P. This is the product of m and r. 

 
                                                                   (OR) 



    (b)  (i) Explain the steps involved in performing Addition and subtraction for Floating point numbers.(5) (K2) 
Step 1. Align the decimal point of the number that has the smaller exponent. 

Step 2. Next comes the addition of the significands. 

Step 3. If Sum is not in normalized scientific notation, then normalize 

Step 4. Assumed that the significand can be only four digits long (excluding the sign), we must round the number 

           (ii) Explain the steps involved in performing division using Non-restoring Division Algorithm with a neat 
flowchart  and Perform  Division to divide 21 and 5.(10)             (K3) 
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